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General Occurrence Information
Main offence: ANIMAL NON BYLAW-OTHER -COMPLETED
Operational status: NO FURTHER ACTION (CRIMINAL/NON-CRIMINAL
Location:
District: 1 Zone: 11 Atom: JL00
Approved on: Saturday, 2018-Nov-10 by: 578 STEVENS, MARK ROY
Reported on: Saturday, 2018-Nov-03 11:33
Occurred on: Saturday, 2018-iVov-03 11:33
Submitted by: 2400 DEROY, JORDAN Org unit: 1 DIST UNIFORM A PLATOON
Lead investigator: 2400 DEROY, JORDAN

CCJS Information
CCJS Status: NON-CRIMINAL-NO FURTHER ACTION
Offences committed: ANIMAL NON BYLAW-OTHER -COMPLETED
Location type: SINGLE HOME, HOUSE
Family violence: 1VOT INVOLVING AN INTIMATE OR FAMILY RELATED DOMESTIC INCIDENT

Related Events)
CP 2018 - 347251

Related Person(s1
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1. COMPLAINANT 1 - CLARKE, HELEN (Case-specific)
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SUBJECT

4. SUBJECT 2 - LEPP, BOB (Case-specific)
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5. SUBJECT 3 - HENDERSON, LYN , DR Case-specific)

Particulars
Occupation: VETERINARIAN

6. SUBJECT 4 -CAITLIN, CRAIN , DR (Case-specific)
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Narrative: INITIAL OFFICER REPORT - 1

Subject: ANIMAL COMPLAINT /DISPUTE
Author: 2400 DEROY, JORDAN
Related date/time: Saturday, 2018-Nov-10 08:08

On Saturday November 3rd 2018 at 1133 hours, the writer was dispatched to attend 204 Tamarac Tl in the town of
Aurora as the complainant, CLARKE Helen dvised her daughter CLARKE Alisha ~ had
been dog-sitting for a friend, SOLOMON Jaclyn since the day before and 1 dog has passed away and 2
others have been brought to the emergency veterinarian. She found this very suspicious due to an ongoing dispute with
a neighbour, LEPP E3ob.

Upon arrival, Helen advised the officer of the background of the situation. She advised that SOLOMON is a paralegal
in an ongoing dispute with LEPP, who SOLOMON has recently been successful over in court. LEPP is due to appear
in court in the next week, and according to Helen whenever he is due to appear in court, he ramps up his uncivil
behaviour with SOLOMON.

On the morning of Friday November Znd 2018, SOLOMON left town on a vacation to Florida by car and left Alisha
in charge of her 3 dogs: Landon, OI(ie, and Addison. These are all Shetland Sheepdogs. Alisha had an agreement with
SOLOMON to basically live at the house while she is in Florida. On the afternoon of November 2nd 2018, Alisha
noticed Landon was getting sick. She went out for dinner and upon her return, Landon's sickness had gotten worse, so
she brought the dog to 404 Veterinary Clinic located at 510 Harry Py S, in Newmarket around 2100 hrs. Landon was
subsequently euthanized at the above location and SOLOMON was notified. She advised that this was very abrupt and
unforeseen. She advised before she had left in the morning, she fed him breakfast and Landon vomited it back up, but
other than that she did not have any major health concerns.

The veterinarian on scene on that night of November 2nd 2018, Dr. Caitlin Crain, advised the death could have been
due to cancer, a bacterial infection, or antifreeze infection. She noted that Landon's gums were blue, he was panting,

they both seemed to be panting more than normal and in distress. Due to what had just happened to Landon, she
brought thetas both to 404 Veterinary Clinic as well, and they saw Dr. Lyn Henderson for blood work.

While A(isha was with Addison and 011ie, the officer was on scene a he officer, after
speaking to Helen, did a search of the property to see if there was anything suspicious. The officer did not observe
any antifreeze or anything of a suspicious nature. The officer did observe 2 video cameras at the front of the house,
which he was advised have not been working in the last week. Additionally, it was noted that there were various hot
tub chemicals laying around the deck area where the dogs are let out. No obvious leaks or spills were observed. On
behalf of SOLOMON,

The water dish was seized and nothing was seen inside. Helen advised
Alisha had emptied it beforehand but did not notice anything abnormal about it.
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On the morning of November 3rd 2018 Addison and Otlie were still at home and in the care of Alisha. She noticed
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The officer then called Dr Henderson for more information on all of the 3 dogs. She advised Landon was euthanized
upon the owner's request and it was found from the blood work that the death was due to acute kidney changes due to
toxins, as well as a lung disease. She advised that 011ie and Addison were now stable and in relatively good shape and
that it was possible that their behaviour was due to the stress of Landon passing away. They will be waiting on blood
work to confirm what happened.

Later in the day, SOLOMON emailed the officer and advised the results of the blood work for 011ie and Addison.
SOLOMON advised of a slight elevation in their kidneys which can be indicative of poison. They also suffered from
diarrhea and a fever, but the vet advised this again could be due to shock.

The writer liaised with Det. Ward #1158 in l C[B regarding the situation as he was familiar with SOLOMON and
LEPP's ongoing dispute.

On Monday November nth SOLOMON emailed the writer and advised her other 2 dogs are "perfectly fine". ■

At this time, there is no need for any follow up.
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